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The European Weightlifting Federation acted following

the IOC Press Release and IWF official communication

and withdrew the right to host the 2022 European

Youth and U15 Championships from the Russian

Weightlifting Federation, event initially planned from

the 3rd to the 10th of August this year, in Kazan. 

The EWF President promptly informed the RWF about

the continental body’s decision. 

The IOC's press release can be found attached:

The EWF is deeply concerned about the safety of the

weightlifting community’s members located in the

conflict areas and expresses its full solidarity.

We live in a very painful time in the contemporary

European history. The EWF hopes that peace will soon

be restored among all continental communities.
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EWF is determined to prioritize sports values and to respect, as much as possible, the

conduct of the competition calendar in Europe, for the common good of our athletes. In this

sense, following the decision to revoke the hosting right for the RWF, the EWF reopened the

application procedure for hosting the 2022 European Youth and U15 Championships.

The EWF invites MFs interested in organizing the 2022 European Youth & U15

Championships to fill out the Organization Application Form and send it to the EWF

Secretariat at the following e-mail address: secretariat@ewf.sport

It should be noted that, depending on the Covid-19 scenario, additional criteria may be

applied.

The EWF is grateful for the involvement of MFs in organizing future EWF events. 

The Organization Application Form and supporting materials can be found attached.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE FOR THE 2022 EUROPEAN

YOUTH & U15 CHAMPIONSHIPS IS REOPENED

The EWF President, together with the

EWF General Secretary and EWF

Treasurer, conducted a four days (19-22

February 2022) technical visit in Tirana

(ALB) and Durres (ALB), as first step of

evaluation of the various aspects

related to the organization of the 2022

European Senior Weightlifting

Championships.

EWF Delegates visited the competition

hall located in the Tirana Olympic

Park. 
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In consideration of the fact that the

ITOs will be called to face even more

than one round of competition on the

same day and to ensure the greatest

possible comfort, the organizers

identified excellent accommodation for

the ITOs closer to competition venue:

the Dinasty Hotel which is located

approximately 500 meters from the

competition hall. 

EWF officers participated at several

institutional and official meetings

starting from those with the President

of the Albanian NOC and the Mayor of

Tirana and ending with the Albanian

Minister of Education Sport and Youth.

The EWF officers had the honor to

meet H.E. the President of the Republic

of Albania, well-known supporter and

friend of the sports movement.

In all four institutional meetings, we

received the highest reassurances for

full official support towards the

Albanian Weightlifting Federation and

the planned event. 
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Inside the Olympic Park and near the

sports hall there are also the

headquarters of Albanian NOC, the

Albania Weightlifting Federation and

other national federations and sports

organizations. 

The official hotel for accommodation

and training activities will be at the

Grand Blue Fafa Resort in Durres. 

The transportation service between the

venues for athletes, officers, ITOs, and

other figures involved in the

competition will be ensured by using 20

new minibuses. The organizers have

opted to use minibuses instead of large

buses to ensure greater mobility.
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On February 22, 2022, H.E. Ilir Meta, President of Republic of Albania decorated the best

Albanian weightlifter Briken Calja and his coach Gerald Toska for their outstanding sports

results.

The EWF is very grateful to H.E. Ilir Meta for his contribution to the development of

weightlifting in Albania and not only. As former weightlifter, he fully understands the needs

of our sport and will give his full support in the organization for the upcoming 100th Edition

of the European Weightlifting Championships that will be held by the capital city of Tirana

between 28 May and 05 June, 2022. 

AWARDING CEREMONY FOR BRIKEN CALJA AND

GERALD TOSKA


